Do you know the difference between a job and a mission? Then you are at the
right place, because we have a startup-mission for you!

SPOUD is looking for a

Hacker & Consultant
80-100%

Play a key role in our data-driven projects to solve the
most pressing data challenges of our customers!

We are a team of passionate people with an urge to create and the intention to make a difference. We are the owners of
www.spoud.io and www.agoora.com. We value curiosity, challengers, open communication and kindness before ego. We
love to work together and appreciate all opportunities to drink a beer together and talk about the world and it's
challenges.
Sign-up for your own startup-mission inside of the SPOUD family by writing us on mission@spoud.io.
Your Role

Your Profile

You help solving customer challenges in the domain
of data architectures and event-driven use-cases

You are a doer and approach technical and
organisational challenges proactively

You are an all-rounder who loves to change between
hacking, architecture and consulting

You like to share your opinions on technologies and
architectures, their pros and cons

Depending on the project and phase you work alone
or lead small teams

You have 5+ years of relevant experience and the ability
to define and present architecture and write clean code

You like to hear about customer challenges and
have a natural ambition to solve them. The bigger
the challenge, the better the opportunity of creating
something awesome

You see value in Java, Python, Angular, React, Docker and
Kubernetes

You like to come up with solution approaches and
feel passionate to present them to your audience

Experience in data architectures in general and eventdriven-architecture as a focus
You like to lead, you feel comfortable to moderate talks
and like incremental feedback loops and learn by data
You speak german and english fluently

We Offer

A young, dynamic, and non-bureaucratic environment with
a lot of flexibility (Yes! We support home office and flexible
working hours)
An environment to learn and to evolve
An inspiring workplace in the heart of Bern
We play ping-pong and table soccer and of course we have
our self-branded beer
Please do not contact us if you are a recruiter or an agency, we only accept direct applications. Thx.

www.spoud.io | www.agoora.com

